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Dear editors

Thank you for your feedback on our manuscript.

We have made all the changes suggested/required as detailed below:

Footnotes: we made an appendix section containing our footnotes.

Authors' contributions: We used initials instead of full name.

References: References 7 is a report that doesn't have page numbers. All other refs are amended as required.

Title page: We rearranged the title page using the following structure: title; author list; affiliations; corresponding author details; email addresses and linked the authors with their respective affiliations using superscript numbers.

Please note both authors have 2 affiliations; we have therefore used "address/affiliations".

Highlighting: All text is black.

Tables- we removed the visible vertical lines from the tables and and also moved the tables to after the reference list.

We amended the layout so the table is without merged elements. We would be grateful if you could check this meets formatting requirements.

Typography: We checked the manuscript for any typographical errors.

In addition, please note it has been agreed that the manuscript will be published online in Nutrition Journal on 24th January.

Kind regards

Lucy Aphramor and Linda Bacon